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Kælderkold
"Brutopia!"

by Public Domain

+34 93 277 9671

Kælderkold is a great spot to explore if you wish to take a break from your
sightseeing escapade. A popular watering hole known for their eclectic
beers, the sheer number of taps at the bar are sure to leave patrons
bewildered at Kælderkold. The place is managed by a friendly staff and
the bartenders are always happy to indulge you in their favorite drinks.
Dimly lit and clear of noise, Kælderkold refreshes you for another spin
around the city. They also serves a limited but potent selection of
cocktails.
www.kaelderkold.com/

info@kaelderkold.com

Carrer del Cardenal Casañas
7, Barcelona

Fàbrica Moritz Barcelona
"Beer Heritage"

by Moritz Barcelona

+34 93 426 0050
(Reservations)

Moritz, the celebrated beer brand was established by Louis Moritz in 1856,
a French immigrant to the country. Today its yellow trademark logo has
stamped the cards of bars across the globe. As an extension of its long
standing beer legacy, a trendy bar occupies the old microbrewery.
Architect Jean Nouvel breathed new life into the historic Fàbrica Moritz
Barcelona with an illuminated warm palette and exposed brick beams to
call as decor. Indulge in organic and unpasteurized ales and lagers, best
complimented with tapas and local specialties on offer. The ambiance is
always buzzing with energy and retains its rustic charm.
www.moritz.cat/

info@moritz.es

Ronda de Sant Antoni 39-41,
Barcelona

Garage Beer Co
"Acclaimed Brewpub"

by Public Domain

+34 935 28 5989

The Garage Beer Company in Barcelona is one of the city's most
acclaimed brewpubs that serves an eclectic selection of homebrews that
are sure to satisfy the most discerning of palates. The interiors take after
the establishment's name and exude a rustic yet elegant vibe. A great
place to bring a few friends along for a glass of beer, their specialties are
the Imperial Chocolate Stout, Mojito Berliner Weisse, Session IPA,
Raspberry Berliner Weisse, and the session Imperial Stout.
Carrer del Consell de Cent 261, Barcelona

by thefork.com

Ale&Hop
"All Ale the Hop!"
Ale&Hop is a humble brew pub located a short walk away from the city
center. The place has a simple yet cozy interior with exposed brick walls
and quirky artwork adding to its old-world charm. Ale&Hop has a robust
line-up of beers which compensates for the place's lack of frills. If you are
a beer aficionado, this is one gem you should explore after your excursion
through the city. From ales, lagers to tall glasses of stouts as well as
gluten-free variants, Ale&Hop satisfies all your beer cravings. They also
have sliders, pizzas, nachos and a few vegan dishes to keep your appetite
in check.
+34 93 126 9094

www.aleandhop.com/

aleandhop@gmail.com

Carrer de les Basses de Sant
Pere 10, Barcelona

Ølgod
"Beer Heaven"

by Paul Joseph from
vancouver, bc, canada

Ølgod is one place that is dedicated towards celebrating the city's craft
beer scene, and it does not disappoint. A simple pub with modest seating
spaces, Ølgod lets their beer do all the talking, and ardent palates listen
intently. Their conspicuous tiled wall featuring an array of taps is the pub's
most striking feature. Sorted to help you make an informed choice, the
taps generously pour an extensive range of IPAs and stouts. Beer flights
come recommended for those to wish to taste the menu, and Ølgod also
serves half glasses of beers. Cocktails and wines complete the menu for
those who wish to opt out of brews.

+34 93 443 9082

info@olgodbcn.com

Carrer de l'Hospital 74, Barcelona

BierCaB
"Eixample's Beer Heaven"

by Public Domain

+34 644 68 9045

Beer connoisseurs touring the city simply cannot miss the BierCaB, a
popular enterprise known for their diverse selection of brews. Surrounded
by exposed-brick walls and illuminated in yellow lights, the interior of this
place is rustic yet chic. The seating can accommodate smaller groups and
it gives a great view of the extensive bar that boasts of thirty taps. Opt for
their beer flights if the choices leave you in a dilemma, then repeat a
round of two of your favorite brew with an additional order of the Crispy
Camembert or the local favorite Eixample burger.
biercab.com/

info@biercab.com

Carrer de Muntaner 55,
Barcelona

BrewDog
"Beer Utopia"

by Public Domain

+34 93 4 88 5979

Set in an archaic building, this location of BrewDog is a haunt for locals
and tourists alike. The pub boasts of two floors furnished to entertain
larger groups. There are floor -to-ceiling windows surrounding the interior
thus complementing your beer bliss with stunning views of the city's
architecture. With beers like the Elvis Juice, Punk IPA, Dead Pony Club
and the Nine to Five Wizard, BrewDog honors its global reputation among
beer connoisseurs. The atmosphere is always energetic at BrewDog, and
the place is brought to life on certain evenings with live music
performances.
www.brewdog.com/bars/
worldwide/barcelona

barcelonabar@brewdog.co
m

Carrer de Casanova 69,
Barcelona

Belchica
"Spanish Vibes, Belgian Beers"

by Public Domain

+34 625 81 4001

A disarmingly simple pub, Belchica is where locals as well as travelers can
bond over art, music and the love for beers. The pub has an impressive
selection of Belgian brews that promise something for everyone's
preference. Connoisseurs can experiment with Belchica's range of
offerings, and others can rely on the amicable servers for suggestions. In
addition to beers, the place is known for their eclectic line of artistic
events that cover everything from private functions to exhibitions and
more.
belchica.be/

belchica@gmail.com

Carrer de Villarroel 60,
Barcelona

Barna Brew
"Belgian Brews, Spanish Flair"

by Public Domain

After a long day of sightseeing, if you are looking for a place where you
can unwind with some chilled beer then Barna Brew will not disappoint. A
local pub taking pride their robust line-up of Belgian beers, Barna Brew is
sure to delight beer lovers. The bar has an inviting interior that's perfect
for quieter conversations, and the rustic seating spaces add to the place's
old-world charm. The atmosphere is easy going thus allowing patrons to
appreciate their drink to the fullest. Barna Brew has a scrumptious tapas
menu to complement your beers, bringing about a perfect amalgamation
of the best that Belgium and Spain as to offer.

+34 93 706 5229

alex@barnabrew.com

Carrer del Parlament 45, Barcelona

Blacklab Brewhouse
"Waterside Brew Pub"

by Public Domain

+34 932 21 8360

Blacklab Brewhouse is a trendy bar and one of the first brewpubs located
in the city. The kitchen dishes out some delicious Asian fare, burgers,
sandwiches, tapas, and other delights that perfectly complement all of the
beers brewed on site. A highlight of the BlackLab is the wide variety of
craft beers on tap and some of the favorites are the El Cunado, the Peg
and Awl, and the fruit sours. The staff is very friendly and welcoming and
the ambiance here is always lively and upbeat and ensures a pleasant visit
every time.
www.blacklab.es/

hola@blacklab.es

Plaça de Pau Vila 1, Palau del
Mar, Barcelona

Cervecería Jazz
"Beer & Burgers!"

by Hongreddotbrewhouse

+34 93 443 3259

If you love beer, Cervecería Jazz is going to seem like heaven to you.
Situated in the Poble Sec area of Barcelona, this bar has some of the best
local brews on offer, not to mention the list of imported beers. That's not
all, though; this neighborhood institution also has some delicious burgers
for you to enjoy. The live music is yet another drawing card of an
establishment that is already so appealing.
www.cerveceriajazz.com/

info@cerveceriajazz.com

Carrer Margarit 43,
Barcelona

Cerveseria Catalluna
"A Haunt for Beer Enthusiasts"

by Public Domain

Cerveseria Catalluna is one of the best places in the city to spend a laidback evening. The pub is a utopia for beer lovers touring the city. The bar
area is lined with an extensive selection of bottled beers, and they also
have a few brews on tap. Patrons can sample drinks of their choice or they
can also rely on the bartenders for suggestions over popular offerings.
Tapas complements your beer bliss perfectly. Cerveseria Catalluna has a
tempting display of small plates covering everything from seafood,
cheeses to meats and more.

+34 695 93 2226

www.catalluna.cat/

Carrer de l'Encarnació 21, Barcelona

Homo Sibaris
"Craft Beers And Tasty Tapas"

by maveric2003

+34 93 185 6693

Homo Sibaris is a popular local restaurant and bar that is known to serve
some delicious brews and local fare. The bar features fourteen taps and
brews its own craft beer that's much loved by the locals. Choose to
accompany your brews with some tasty cheeses, sausages, and quick
bites. The kitchen dishes out some appetizing tapas and fresh salads. The
decor is elegant and minimalistic and the ambiance is relaxed. If you
prefer you can enjoy your meal on the outdoor patio under the shade of
towering trees. Do not miss a stop at this place when in the neighborhood.
www.homosibaris.com

guillem@homosibaris.com

Plaça d'Osca 4, Barcelona
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